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Not for Petrosian the sudden and dramatic storming of the highest chess bastions - he
gradually moved up the ranks, perfecting his ultra strategic style and focussing on the
elimination of loss, rather than victory at all costs. This softly-softly approach brought Petrosian
the world crown and enabled him to retain it for six years.
Vishy Anand explains the secrets of his finest games.
DIV60 complete games, annotated throughout but emphasizing endings that seem like longcontemplated works of art. /div
Renowned as a great fighter, analyst, and highly original player, world championship candidate
Jon Speelman annotates the best of his games from his career to date. Speelman's strategies
provide entertainment and instruction in abundance. Intermediate
My Best Games of Chess, 1908-1937Courier Corporation
Alexander Alekhine held the World Champion title from 1927-1935 and again from 1937 until
his death in 1946. His style of play was sharp and aggressive, in direct contrast to the ultrapositional style of his predecessor, Capablanca.
Tartakower was a grandmaster and writer of wit and erudition whose annotations are
perennially fresh and provocative. As a player he achieved a string of important first prizes
such as London 1927 and Liege 1930 which brought him within a whisker of a world
championship challenge against Alekhine. Tartakower's refusal to accept any kind of dogma or
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restraint on thinking makes him an ideal role model for the iconoclastic chess players of the
21st century who take no generalised assertion on trust until it has been thoroughly analysed
and tested.

This book, itself a work of art, is brought together by the use of five criteria: the overall
aesthetics; the originality; the level of opposition; the soundness, accuracy, and
difficulty of the game; and finally the overall breadth and depth. Includes 335 diagrams,
an index of players and an index of openings by ECO codes.
In chess literature, there have only been a few chess books that have immediately and permanently - established themselves as classics, and this is one of them. The
original English edition, published 75 years ago, used English descriptive notation,
contained only one photograph, no crosstables and was in two volumes. This new 21stcentury edition, presented with modern algebraic notation, has * combined both books
into a single volume * added more than three dozen archival photographs * crosstables
* Alekhine's complete match and tournament records * a Foreword by Russian
grandmaster Igor Zaitsev * with many more diagrams * a comprehensive computerassisted analytical supplement is also available for free download Whether you feel as
if you are revisiting an old friend, or being introduced to this splendid game collection
for the first time, you will marvel at how Alekhine's games and works remain
extraordinarily consonant with the modern approach.
Vast collection of great chess games from 1798 through 1938, with much hard-to-find
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material. Fully annotated, arranged by opening for easier study. 150 years of master
play!
This book completes the trilogy starting with "My Best Games of Chess 1908-1923" by
Alexander Alekhine ISBN 0923891498 and followed by "My Best Games of Chess
1924-1937" by Alexander Alekhine ISBN 4871878260. This is a reprint of the original
third book, with all of the games converted into Algebraic Figurine PGN Notation with
diagrams in the back. Alekhine died in 1946, so this third volume was edited by
International Master and British Chess Champion Conel Hugh O'Donel Alexander,
based in part on the notes left by Alekhine to some of the games. Alexander
Alexandrovich Alekhine (1892-1946) was not only one of the strongest and most
original chess players who ever lived, but he was also the most controversial, second
only to Bobby Fischer. Everything about his life and death was controversial and is still
being written about even today, although he died in 1946, which is 64 years ago.
This is the book that every chess master and grandmaster has read and studied and
every aspiring chess master should be reading. The author, a World Chess Champion,
clearly explains the most complex and difficult concepts. Grandmaster Reuben Fine
wrote that Alekhine's collection of best games was one of the three most beautiful that
he knew. World Champion Garry Kasparov wrote, "Alexander Alekhine is the first
luminary among the others who are still having the greatest influence on me. I like his
universality, his approach to the game, his chess ideas. I am sure that the future
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belongs to Alekhine chess." Bobby Fischer wrote, "He had great imagination. He could
see more deeply into a situation than any other player in chess history. It was in the
most complicated positions that Alekhine found his grandest concepts." Chess
Journalist Jerry Hanken writes, "The study of this book added 300 points to my rating
and made me a master." In 1927, Alekhine became World Chess Champion by
defeating Capablanca in a match. He lost the world title to Euwe in 1935 but won it
back in 1937. He held the title of World Chess Champion from then until his death in
1946.
Garry Kasparov has dominated the chess world for more than twenty years. His
dynamism and preparation have set an example that is followed by most ambitious
players. Igor Stohl has selected the best and most instructive games from Kasparov's
later years, and annotated them in great detail. The emphasis is on explaining the
thoughts behind Kasparov's decisions, and the principles and concepts embodied by
his moves. Stohl provides a wealth of fresh insights into these landmark games,
together with many new analytical points. This makes the book outstanding study
material for all chess enthusiasts. Garry Kasparov was born in 1963, and burst onto the
scene in the late 1970s with a series of astonishing results in Soviet and international
events. In 1985 he became the youngest world champion in history by defeating
Anatoly Karpov in an epic struggle. When he announced his retirement from
professional chess twenty years later, he was still world number 1. Kasparov is an
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internationally renowned figure, famous even among the non-chess-playing public.
Mikhail Tal, the 'magician from Riga,' was the greatest attacking World Champion of
them all, and this enchanting autobiography chronicles his extraordinary career with
charm and humor. Dazzling games are interspersed throughout with anecdotes and
witty self-interviews, and in typically objective fashion he related both the downs and
ups of his encounters. An inveterate smoker and drinker, Tal's life on the circuit was
punctuated by bouts in the hospital with kidney problems, but nothing could dull his love
for chess and his sheer genius on the chessboard. His illustrious tournament record, up
to his death in 1992, is included here in full, along with 100 complete games and nearly
as many positions. Tal's annotations in this book are a world apart from ordinary games
collections. No reader could fail to be swept along by his passion and vitality as he sets
the scene for an encounter and then recounts every psychological twist and turn.

RÃ©ti's "Other” Classic Ask most chessplayers about the works by Richard
RÃ©ti, and most will quickly reply Modern Ideas in Chess. His Masters of the
Chessboard will be a distant second and that is unfortunate, because in many
ways Masters is more comprehensive and instructive than its better-known
predecessor. He packs it with advice, even for beginners. Opening theory is a
priority. RÃ©ti tells the student to understand "the basic idea” of each opening,
and goes into considerable detail as he explains each of the popular lines of the
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day, including, of course, his own RÃ©ti Opening. Some of the finest parts of the
book are the mini-essays, most of them on openings, but also on rook
endgames. It's remarkable that RÃ©ti manages to do this without going into long
variations. This practical approach is also evident when he deals with positional
themes. For example, Masters can be appreciated as almost a primer on the
subject of how to turn the two bishops into a significant advantage. As noted by
American grandmaster Andy Soltis in his Foreword, this entire book is
"wonderfully instructive.” And now it is available in a 21st-century edition, with
figurine algebraic notation, with many diagrams and photos added.
Originally entitled “My Fifty Years of Chess”, this volume presents an account of
the career of Frank J. Marshall, who was a United States Chess Champion
between 1909-1936. With autobiographical information and detailed, move-bymove accounts of some of his more notable games, “Marshall's Best Games of
Chess” is not to be missed by chess enthusiasts and professional players
looking for inspiration and insight. Contents include: “My Chess Career”, “The
Early Years”, “Winning my Spurs”, “The Year of Years”, “Commuting to
Europe”, “Championship Years”, “Championship Years (continued)”,
“Retirement Years”, “My Best Games”, “Winning My Spurs”, “The Year of
Years (1904-1905)”, “Commuting to Europe”, “Championship Years
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(1910-1914)”, etc. Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and
expensive. We are republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern, highquality edition complete with the original text and artwork.
Tarrasch was the dominant force in European chess in the early 1890's and his
ability to win top level tournaments continued via his huge triumph at Vienna
1898 on to the "World Tournament Championship" of Ostend 1907. Tarrasch was
rightly regarded as the teacher of generations of European and world Masters,
hence his title Praeceptor Germaniae - the Professor from Germany.
For over ten years Boris Gelfand has been one of the world's top-ranking players.
Born in Minsk, the capital of Belarus, he has been living for several years now in
Rishon-Le-Zion, Israel. This is the first collection of his best games, which the
35-year-old grandmaster has annotated in great detail, and on a level that is
suitable for every club player. The book gives an insight into the thoughts of a
professional player, who has been a candidate for the world championship and
who is well known as a very effective adviser of many other top players. There is
a special chapter on the 8 Îb1 variation in the Grünfeld Defence, on which, like
the Sicilian Najdorf, Boris Gelfand is one of the worlds leading experts.
The Unique Genius of Tartakower! One of the most creative grandmasters ever
to play the Royal Game was Savielly Tartakower. His combination of bold play
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and fascinating writing has long endeared him to chess aficionados worldwide.
His classic work of best games has never been available in English algebraic
notation. Until now. “Tartakower’s annotations are unlike any other master of his
time. He repeatedly stressed the psychological nature of chess, for example.
Another ‘Tartakowerism’ is: ‘An attack is against a castled position, weak
pawns and, most of all, against the mind of the opponent.’ What he reserves for
a footnote, like what conditions are present to make a game a work of art, other
authors would need pages to articulate, if they addressed the matters at all. “This
book was meant to do what all great annotations do: instruct, explain, and
entertain. And it succeeds spectacularly.” – Andy Soltis in his Foreword
Experience the unique genius of Savielly Tartakower in this 21st Century Edition
of his games collection – 201 games, 49 game fragments, all deeply annotated
and quintessentially Tartakower!
Chained up in the hold of a French warship, Lusignan’s only hope of escape
rests with his captor - Captain Paul. A man with a mysterious past, Captain Paul
is transporting Lusignan to exile in the West Indies. Little does he know that his
mission is a sham. His prisoner is an innocent man, framed because he fell in
love with a Count's daughter. Once the truth is revealed, Paul and Lusignan
return to France, determined to seek justice. Inspired by the real life of American
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Revolutionary War hero John Paul Jones, "Captain Paul" is a rollicking
melodrama, packed with action and romance. A fine precursor to Dumas’ later
classics, it's especially recommended for fans of naval adventures, like C.S.
Forester’s "Hornblower" series. Alexandre Dumas (1802 - 1870) was a hugely
popular 19th Century French writer. Born of mixed French and Haitian heritage,
Dumas first rose to prominence in Paris as a playwright, but later gained
international fame with his historical fiction. Often co-authored with other writers,
these stories wove together swashbuckling adventure, romance, and real events
from France’s past. Among the best known are "The Three Musketeers", and its
sequels "Twenty Years After", and "Le Vicomte de Bragelonne: Ten Years Later".
Set across four decades, this trilogy follows the rise of the dashing
D’Artagnan—from hot-headed soldier to trusted captain under Louis XIV. Dumas’
other novels include "The Count of Monte Cristo" and "The Black Tulip". His
works have been adapted into more than 200 movies, including The Man in the
Iron Mask starring Leonardo DiCaprio.
Frank Marshall was United States Chess Champion for 27 years. He was also
the first American player able so sustain himself as one of the top players in the
world for an extended period of time. Marshall was in the first group of five
players to be awarded the Grandmaster title. He along with Lasker, Capablanca,
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Tarrasch and Alekhine were awarded the grandmaster title by Czar Nicholas II of
Russia in 1914, as they were the five top finishers at the tournament at St.
Petersberg 1914.
Superbly annotated treasury contains 113 of the Cuban master's greatest games,
including many previously unavailable in book form. Biography of Capablanca,
tournament and match record, Index of Openings.
A collection of the 60 best games of Bobby Fischer, analyzed by himself. The
games are reset by John Nunn into modern algebraic notation, providing an
insight into the methods and thought processes of one of the greatest chess
champions.
The best games of one of the best players in chess history. 220 games with
Alekhine's own accounts. Spans 30 years of tournament play.
Alekhine's games and writings inspired me from an early age...I fell inlove with
the rich complexity of his ideas at the chessboard... I hope readers of this book
will feel similarly inspired by Alekhine's masterpieces. From the foreword by
Garry Kasparov Alexahnder Alekhine captivated the chess world with his
dazzling combatitive play. His genius has been a strong influence on every great
player since, none more so than Garry Kasparov. This book contains a selection
of the very best of Alekhine's annotation of his own games, converted to
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algebraic by John Nunn. These games span his career from the early encounters
with Lasker, Tarrasch and Rubenstein, through his world title battles, to his
meetings with the new generation of players who were to dominate chess in the
1950s.
Bent Larsen (1935-2010) was one of the greatest fighters chess has ever seen.
In his rich career the great Dane defeated all World Champions from Botvinnik to
Karpov. He was a Candidate for the World Championship four times and became
one of the most successful tournament players of his time. His uncompromising
style and his unorthodox thinking made him popular with chess players all around
the globe. In 1967/1968 Larsen won five international elite events in a row, a truly
spectacular achievement. His successes were such that Bobby Fischer let him
play first board in the legendary match Soviet Union vs. the World in 1970 in
Belgrade. Bent Larsen also was a highly original chess writer and an extremely
productive chess journalist. Not surprisingly the first chess book that Magnus
Carlsen ever studied was written by the strongest Scandinavian player before
him. This collection brings together more than 120 of Bent Larsen’s best games,
annotated by himself. His comments are lucid, to the point, instructive and
humorous. Together, these games are a tribute to his genius and a continuous
joy to read and play through.
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Perhaps if you owned one of the four or five great chess libraries of the world,
you could, by diligent search, find most or all of these delectable nuggets. But
who has either the time or the assets. So, Mr. Chernev, who has both, has
provided us here with 1000 of the sweetest sugar-coated pills in all chess
literature. Each introduced with a brief, pungent or witty commentary. Chess
brevities have always exercised a special attraction for lovers of the royal game.
It may be well that we welcome the punishment inexorably meted out for some
trifling slip. Maybe it's out inherent sadism that makes us enjoy the spectacle of
speedy punishment doled out to someone else, just as a fight fan thrills to a oneround knockout. Perhaps it's only our inherent laziness after all, to play over a
brevity, one often need not bother to set up the pieces. Be that is it may, its
popularity is universal. And here are the best of them, gathered together in one
volume, for your pleasure and enjoyment. Many of us know instances galore of
beginners becoming a cropper after only a few moves through the "scholar's
mate" or some other absurdity not necessarily so primitive. Yet it would be quite
wrong to assume that only duffers suffer the ignominy of a speedy knockout. The
victim may well be a famous master, as you will discover to your surprise, delight
and, most of all, your deep, deep satisfaction. After all, if Morphy can be mated in
12 moves, Capablanca defeated in 13, and Lasker blitzed in 14, who are we to
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hide our heads in shame?
The French Defence is a classical opening that has featured in the repertoire of
many elite grandmasters. Black generally concedes a slight spacial disadvantage
early but in return gains a sound structure and middlegame opportunities to
undermine the white centre. A close study of the French Defence can be very
rewarding for all players as the structures and themes that arise are found in
numerous other openings. In this book grandmaster Damian Lemos guides the
reader through the complexities of this dynamic opening and explores all the
important variations. This series provides an ideal platform to study chess
openings. By continually challenging the reader to answer probing questions
throughout the book, the Move by Move format greatly encourages the learning
and practising of vital skills just as much as the traditional assimilation of opening
knowledge. Carefully selected questions and answers are designed to keep you
actively involved and allow you to monitor your progress as you learn. This is an
excellent way to study any chess opening and at the same time improve your
general chess skills and knowledge. * Essential guidance and training in the
French Defence * Analyses all key variations * Utilizes an ideal Q+A approach to
chess study
For the practical player this volume contains a useful arsenal of little known and deadly
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ideas. For the armchair enthusiast it is replete with fine specimens of chess board art
garnished by the humour of a sharp literary mind. Tartakower was a grandmaster and
writer of wit and erudition whose annotations are perennially fresh and provocative. As
a player he achieved a string of important first prizes such as London 1927 and Liege
1930 which brought him within a whisker of a world championship challenge against
Alekhine.
Improve your chess by studying the greatest games of all time, from Adolf Anderssen's
'Immortal Game' to Magnus Carlsen's world championship victories, and featuring a
foreword by five-times World Champion Vishy Anand. This book is written by an all-star
team of authors. Wesley So is the reigning Fischer Random World Champion, the 2017
US Champion and the winner of the 2016 Grand Chess Tour. Michael Adams has been
the top British player for the last quarter of a century and was a finalist in the 2004 FIDE
World Championship. Graham Burgess is the author of thirty books, a former champion
of the Danish region of Funen, and holds the world record for marathon blitz chess
playing. John Nunn is a three-time winner of both the World Solving Championship and
the British Chess Federation Book of the Year Award. John Emms is an experienced
chess coach and writer, who finished equal first in the 1997 British Championship and
was chess columnist of the Young Telegraph. The 145 greatest chess games of all
time, selected, analysed, re-evaluated and explained by a team of British and American
experts and illustrated with over 1,100 chess diagrams. Join the authors in studying
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these games, the cream of two centuries of international chess, and develop your own
chess-playing skills - whatever your current standard. Instructive points at the end of
each game highlight the lessons to be learned. First published in 1998, a second
edition of The Mammoth Book of the World's Greatest Chess Games in 2004 included
an additional twelve games. Another new edition in 2010 included a further thirteen
games as well as some significant revisions to the analysis and information regarding
other games in earlier editions of the book, facilitated by the use of a variety of chess
software. This 2021 edition, further updated and expanded, now includes 145 games.
The authors have made full use of the new generation of chess analysis engines that
apply neural-network based AI.
Jan Timman is one of the greatest chess players never to win the world title. For many
years ‘the Best of the West’ belonged to the chess elite, collecting quite a few super
tournament victories. Three times Timman was a Candidate for the World
Championship and his peak in the world rankings was second place, in 1982. For this
definitive collection, Timman has revisited his career and subjected his finest efforts to
fresh analysis supported by modern technology. The result is startling and fascinating.
From the games that he chose for his Timman’s Selected Games (1994, also
published as Chess the Adventurous Way), only 10(!) made the cut. Some games that
he had been proud of turned out to be flawed, others that he remembered as messy
were actually well played. Timman’s Triumphs includes wins against great players
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such as Karpov, Kasparov, Kortchnoi, Smyslov, Tal, Spassky, Bronstein, Larsen and
Topalov. The annotations are in the author’s trademark lucid style, a happy mix of
colourful background information and sharp, crystal-clear explanations. Once again Jan
Timman shows that he is not only one of the best players the game has seen, but also
as one of the best chess analysts and writers.
Biography and 103 of Nezhmetdinov's best games of chess with annotations.
This revised and enlarged special anniversary edition for his 80th birthday includes both
volumes with his games with white and black. Korchnois annotations are honest,
detailed and very instructive.
Bent Larsen (1935-2010) was one of the greatest fighters chess has ever seen. In his
rich career the great Dane defeated all World Champions from Botvinnik to Karpov. He
was a Candidate for the World Championship four times and became one of the most
successful tournament players of his time. His uncompromising style and his
unorthodox thinking made him popular with chess players all around the globe. In
1967/1968 Larsen won five international elite events in a row, a truly spectacular
achievement. His successes were such that Bobby Fischer let him play first board in
the legendary match Soviet Union vs. the World in 1970 in Belgrade. Bent Larsen also
was a highly original chess writer and an extremely productive chess journalist. Not
surprisingly the first chess book that Magnus Carlsen ever studied was written by the
strongest Scandinavian player before him. This collection brings together more than
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120 of Bent Larsen's best games, annotated by himself. His comments are lucid, to the
point, instructive and humorous. Together, these games are a tribute to his genius and
a continuous joy to read and play through.
Jose Raoul Capablanca is widely regarded as the strongest chess player who ever
lived prior to Bobby Fischer. The authoritative work, "The Rating of Chess Players Past
and Present" by Arpad Elo, inventor of the modern rating system, ISBN 0923891277,
rates Capablanca as 2725, higher than any other player in history prior to Fischer. The
great thing about Capablanca's style of play is he tended to play simple, direct moves,
moves that even an amateur player can find over the board. Jose Raul Capablanca y
Graupera was the third World Champion, reigning from 1921 until 1927. Renowned for
the simplicity of his play, his legendary endgame prowess, accuracy, and the speed of
his play, he earned the nickname of the "Human Chess Machine." Jose Raul
Capablanca (Havana, November 19, 1888 - New York, March 8, 1942) was a Cuban
chess player, world chess champion from 1921 to 1927. Capablanca's ideas are still
relevant on the world stage of chess. His images are a powerful aid to the student
board secrets. Jose Raoul Capablanca one of the outstanding players of all time
became world's chess champion in 1921 when he defeated Lasker by 4 to 0. During his
lifetime he held all the world's major records. In twenty five years of tournament play he
lost less than twenty-five games, while between 1916 and 1924 he lost not a single
one."
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